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As with the crystallographically confirmed tetrarhenium complex {(µ4-
TCNQ)[Re(bpy)(CO)3]4}

4+ the similar tetrairon species {(µ4-TCNX)[Fe(C
O)2(C5H5)]4}

4+, TCNX = TCNE, TCNQ, were calculated with TCNX ligand 
parameters which suggest only small metal-to-ligand electron transfer in 
the ground state. Most conspicuously, the TCNX π ligands remain virtually 
coplanar, and the bond distances correspond to the bond orders as indicated 
in Scheme 1 15b. Slight differences in relation to the free ligands arise from 
multiple metal coordination. In contrast, significantly reduced TCNE and 
TCNQ exhibit a twisted framework with considerably lengthened CC double 
bonds 1,10. Effects of multiple metal coordination can be studied separately for 
the complexes of much less π accepting TCNB 2c,11a which is more difficult to 
reduce (by more than 1 V) than TCNE or TCNB and which is unable to twist 
into a non-planar state 11a.

DFT calculations of the complexes {(µ4-TCNX)[Ru(NH3)5]4}
8+, TCNX = 

TCNE, TCNQ, yield very different results 11c: The lowest energy structures 
correspond to triplet states with considerably twisted moieties RNCCCNRu 
and C6H4 (TCNQ). The twist angle is close to 90o with TCNX = TCNE and 2 × 
39.8° for the complex with TCNQ. Accordingly, the original CC double bonds 
are lengthened to 1.544 Å (TCNE complex) and 1.508 Å (TCNQ complex, 
exocyclic CC). The compounds are thus best described by the limiting 
formulation (TCNX2-)(Ru2.5)4, containing strongly coupled mixed-valent 
entities [(H3N)5Ru-NCCCN-Ru(NH3)5]

4+ 23 which do not interact strongly in a 
ferromagnetic-type interaction 11b.

Using DFT calculations for the remarkable tetraruthenium complex 
ions {(µ4-TCNX)[Ru(NH3)5]4}

8+, TCNX = TCNE and TCNQ, we can thus 
provide consistent computational evidence for the model 11a,b invoking 
weakly interacting pairs of strongly (NCCCN-)-coupled (Ru2.5)2 containing 
dimers. The near orthogonality in the triplet ground state configurations and 
the computed C-C bond distances point to extensive intramolecular metal-
to-ligand electron transfer; in contrast to the (TCNQo)(ReI)4 situation of {(µ4-
TCNQ)[Re(bpy)(CO)3]4}

4+ or the (TCNXo)(Feo)4 configuration of {(µ4-TCN
X)[Fe(CO)2(C5H5)]4}

4+, the {(µ4-TCNX)[Ru(NH3)5]4}
8+ ions thus represent 

unconventional mixed-valent species (TCNX2-)(Ru2-5)4 
24. Whereas the two-

electron oxidation of {(µ4-TCNX)[Ru(NH3)5]4}
8+ to (TCNX2-)(RuIII)4 is in 

agreement with the presence of two weakly coupled redox-active molecular 
entities RuNCCCNRu, the one-electron reduction of the complex involving 
ligand oxidation to a radical species (µ4-TCNX•-)(RuII)4 before ending in (TCNX2-

)(RuII)4 signifies intramolecular electron reorganization back in the direction of 
the starting materials. The results described here indicate a dichotomy (Scheme 
7) between those systems like {(µ4-TCNQ)[Re(bpy)(CO)3]4}

4+ 10 and {(µ4-
TCNX)[Fe(C5H5)(CO)2]4}

4+ 15 which show no signs of metal-to-TCNX electron 
transfer and paramagnetic compounds such as {(µ4-TCNX)[Ru(NH3)5]4}

8+ 
11, {(µ4-TCNX)[Mn(C5R5)(CO)2]4} 9 {(µ4-TCNX)[Os(H)(Cl)(PR3)2(CO)]4
}4+ 12  or {(µ4-TCNQ)[Fe(C5H5)(dppe)]4}

4+ 14  which exhibit spectroscopic 
and electrochemical signs of significantly reduced bridging TCNX ligands 
– a requirement for the formation of molecular magnets 2,3. Both cases are 
extreme formulations of the general description in Scheme 4, illustrating 
absent or complete metal-to-ligand electron transfer. It may be speculated that 
intermediate situations (δ = 1)  with genuine radical anion radical bridges can 
lead to the pronounced magnetism which has been observed for the room–
temperature magnet [V(TCNE)2]·x solvent 2a,18 and related species 25.
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